
CISO 
Services
Executive Security 
Leadership On Demand

Organizations increasingly need an executive function that requires 
business acumen as well as security, technology and process expertise. 
The perfect fit can be the key to successfully executing strategic 
security programs that add value to your organization. Finding the 
right fit can be difficult. Optiv can help organizations in defining and 
driving security objectives from the project to program level. 

As a trusted advisor to organizations 
of all sizes, Optiv helps align security 
programs with business priorities, such as 
regulatory and contractual requirements. 
Our experienced professionals offer the 
guidance and heavy lifting to elevate 
your current security strategy. 

Additionally, you will receive access to our 
team of executive-level security leaders 
who have built some of the largest security 
programs for Fortune 1000 companies.
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CISO SERVICES Executive Security Leadership on Demand



Whether you are a business leader in search of a business savvy security leader, or a current 
CISO in need of executive, board-level support, Optiv’s CISO services are tailored to meet 
the needs of your organization. We offer full-time or part-time resources to serve as a 
member of your team that can be on-site or a virtual resource, or a combination of both. 

Key Questions: 

Did you recently lose your CISO? 

Do you have a security leader that is business savvy? 

Can you afford a full-time CISO or do you only need a business executive part-time? 

Do you have a formal method for identifying security risks associated with new 
business ventures? 

Do you have support and budget needed to best protect your organization’s  
crown jewels? 

Do you feel you have a solid understanding of the highest priority initiatives you 
should be focusing on?   

Are you prepared to speak to your organization’s leadership and board of directors on 
your security priorities, objectives and accomplishments? 

Optiv can help you find the solution that fits your organization and fills your current needs 
for the chief information security officer role. 

Optiv is the largest holistic pure-play cyber security solutions provider in North America. The company’s 
diverse and talented employees are committed to helping businesses, governments and educational institutions 
plan, build and run successful security programs through the right combination of products, services and 
solutions related to security program strategy, enterprise risk and consulting, threat and vulnerability 
management, enterprise incident management, security architecture and implementation, training, identity 
and access management, and managed security. Created in 2015 as a result of the Accuvant and FishNet 
Security merger, Optiv is a Blackstone (NYSE: BX) portfolio company that has served more than 10,000 
clients of various sizes across multiple industries, offers an extensive geographic footprint, and has premium 
partnerships with more than 300 of the leading security product manufacturers. For more information, please 
visit www.optiv.com.
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